DEPARTMENT OF INSPECTION AND CODE ENFORCEMENT
CONDUCTS MINI CODE SWEEP ON 42ND STREET

The Department of Inspection and Code Enforcement conducted a mini code sweep of 42nd Street from Williams Boulevard to Alabama Street. This sweep was to address the concerns of residents regarding litter and trash.

The mini code sweep yielded the following summons and/or violations:

1 - No Permit
1 - Stagnant Pool
2 - Abandoned Vehicles
14 - Littering (Garbage Cans)

The residents were also given a notice making residents aware of the new law regarding garbage cans that will become effective August 6, 2012.

The new law will prohibit residents from putting garbage cans out before 3:00 p.m. the day before the garbage is collected and not allow garbage cans to remain out after 10 p.m. on the day the garbage is collected.

The City of Kenner wants all of our residents to know that the code sweeps are designed to protect public health and safety and to guarantee the economic integrity of our property and the overall beauty of our community.

Any questions regarding the new law should be directed to the Department of Inspection and Code Enforcement by calling 504-468-4068 or 504-468-4069.